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Next Run 2242
Date:

20 December 2021

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:

Stir

Co

Theme:
The Joint Masters Hare:
Mary Xmas
Charles Riley Reserve, North Beach. From Mitchell Fwy exit Left
Run
at Reid Hwy. Do straight across Marmion Ave onto North Beach
Site:
Rd. Left @ Charles Riley Rd, Rt @ Wendling Rd to car park.
Hare:

Grub: Yes

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with ShitScraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

Screwdriver

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to
swap out with. Contact the On Sec:- HardCase
hamersleyonsec@gmail.com
M

Run
2243
2244
2245

Date

Hares
Van Driver
Not the Kings
29 Dec
Arseholeo
Park Run
4 Jan Mental Disorder Sir Kumsize
10 Jan
Dingo
Spud

Run Report 2241 – Lions Club Oval, Ballajura
Preamble:
Another good turnout as 48 MOH’s best turn up in Ballajura in anticipation of Disgraceful’s run.
Good to see both Shit Scraper and Bravefart turn up with a load of cans and bottles for the H4
recycling bins. I gave SS a hand to crush his cans and all of the pack should follow suit when
dropping their cans into the bins as crushed cans take up a lot less space than uncrushed ones –
common sense really! This means less trips to the recyclers for the poor sods taking over this
duty from C-Man so please make an effort to crush your cans before dropping them in the bins
otherwise you may be volunteered for this duty of taking them to the recyclers! A tight car park
at the Lions Oval but there was still room for the Van to break the cool, getting colder, wind but
who cares!. Obviously nobody even when it got colder in the circle. Stir did offer to move the van
later on but this was lost in the melee of those members who obviously don’t know what RESPECT
means!

The Run:
Disgraceful elevates himself onto the dyke [used in place of the crate tonight] and tells the eager
pack that there is a Runners trail and a Walkers trail and to watch out for the split. There will
also be a Drink Stop. The Runners and Walkers head off in an anti-clockwise circuit around the
Ballajura Lions Oval but Disgraceful failed to mention that the Walkers trail split was within the
first 500 metres of the run. This meant that most of the Walking
pack shortcut across the oval [myself included] and followed the
Runner’s trail! I was caught up by FRB HornBlower Concorde who
with glee in his eyes told me that I had missed the split and that
the run was rumoured to be 9.5Km! I kept contact with the
Runners until the long slog along Alexander Drive. Crossing
Marangaroo Drive I thought I had my only fellow FWB, Stir,
behind me only to notice that him and Wimpy taking a lefty short
cut. I was still on trail but did not relish a 9.5Km walk on my own
but then I caught up with running tail ender Voodoo who also
thought that the run was getting a bit long and was looking for his
own shortcut. So, like good hash men that we are, we shortcut
together but unfortunately in so doing missed the drink stop.
According to Bravefart it was +/-6.5Km for the Runners while I
recorded 4.81Km for my shortcut on the Runners trail.
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks:
Returniks:
•

XYZ – recceing runs in the South West of WA

•

Halfway – don’t worry I’m here!

•

C-Man – knee scrape from a doctor from Lagos!

•

Precious Junior – rescue at his hockey club and then stuck in hotel room

Visitors:
None this week.
General Business:
GM Donka takes to the dyke and introduces this week’s punishment device for miscreants – a
partridge [made of rubber to hang around one’s neck] in a pear? tree [weren’t those baubles cute
– I bet GM Donka’s missus doesn’t even miss those from her Christmas tree!].
Bravefart is the one who is first up to wear the rubber partridge and sit on the seat of shame!
Rooted comes up with a few more jokes to allow the physically challenged to be seated. He
introduces the latest (temporary) member of the PC Club, C-Man, who has just had a knee scrape.
C-Man then entertains us with his own Confucius jokes that were pretty good I thought but the
Mob are hard to entertain!
Bravefart still can’t help himself and continues to disrupt proceedings and this earns him an
elevation to the Ice Bucket!

Hash Cash Sheepthrills steps forward and tries to tell us above all the talking going on about the
trial of a new App by him to purchase drinks tokens instead of cash or bank TT.
Cookie, desperate to get attention raises a point of order that shouldn’t a Hash circle be a circle
Sir? – one can see how he is the self proclaimed “smartest man in Hash”. Of course, this fell on
deaf ears – oh! how the mighty have fallen!
JM Shit Scraper reminds those of us who have not booked their run for next year yet to make
a booking soonest with either him or Molly Dooker.
Hash Flash Pole Polisher asks for volunteers apart from Tampax to carry and use the camera
when he can’t make the Hash or is late due to his fire fighting commitments and thanks Wimpy
for doing this tonight.
GM Donka makes a presentation to past GM C-Man of a framed copy of his Committee cartoon
from the current H4 annual, that is well received.
Wimpy obviously got carried away with the praise from Pole Polisher and causes disruption
earning him the rubber partridge award and seat of shame!
Charges:
Historian Rooted raises the first charge on whoever put a sticker in the run book despite previous
warnings about doing this. RA Kazi reckons he knows who the culprit is and will deal with him
during WOW discussions.
Stir charges the Hare Disgraceful for not arranging for the Van to be parked to break the cold
wind. Charge was reversed as how could Stir feel the cold sheltering next to Mase who took the
full brunt of the wind!
GM Donka charges last year’s Historian Popeye for getting his GM’s Mug engraved with 22-23
instead of 21-22. Popeye reckoned he had sublet this job to Mother but having history with this
in engraving H4 Hats and trying to shirk his responsibility did not wash with GM Donka – DD
Popeye.
Mental Disorder gets the rubber partridge award and Arseholeo gets the Ice for continued
yapping disrupting proceedings.
JM Molly Dooker then steps into the circle and passes round photographic evidence of apparent
abuse of H4 property – in this case one of the metal feet direction signs. He then produces the
articles found hanging on this foot – pair of undies; strides; whipping belt and pixie shoes – all
identifiable as belonging to Stir. Of course, Stir as the “idiot man’s thinker” [an accolade given
to him by Dingo last week] is quick as a flash with a riposte - a little ditty that sees the charge
reversed – DD Molly Dooker.
Arseholeo can’t contain his yapping [story is that he had a warm up session on Mullaway’s home
brew before the run!] and is back on the Ice that he immediately breaks in two.
Wimpy charges Cookie for losing the trail [good Jakarta Hash song that!]. Cookie asks how he
would know as he was nowhere to be seen with the runners late in the run. I made the Drink stop
says Wimpy. DD to both.
Now it was time to give Cookie his 30 Year Hat. GM Donka calls out Popeye once more to point
out another mistake as his hat should have been embroidered McCookie!.
Biggles is first up with his recollections of Cookie’s career with the great Hamersley. He first
met Cookie at SATT Hash introduced by Handstand in the days when they were runners. In winter
it was raining and Cookie bailed!

Eventually becoming GM he was in charge of bringing the new Song Books which he did all
shredded in a big black plastic bag – the unmentionables were not impressed!
Boof reckoned that Cookie had not actually run for 30 years with H4 as he was an offshore
member while living in Hong Kong. It’s not the Australian way says the Kiwi to the Dutchman!
Bravefart recounted the Ball Breaker episodes firstly at Yogyakarta Interhash in 2012 where
Cookie “took him under his wing”. “Stick with me” says Cookie and Bravefart did but reckoned he
did twice the distance always going back to check on Cookie! Then at Interhash in Hainan in 2014
Cookie reckoned he would be fitter as he was taking magnesium tablets – but they did not work!
Popeye said that Cookie has held many executive jobs and is well versed in public speaking but
put his foot in it big time at Boof’s 60th birthday bash down south where he talked about Boof
and Rosie [Boof’s ex-wife] instead of his fiancée at the time and now current wife Wilma!
Pole Polisher talked about Interhash in Kuching in 2010 where they met a guy called Bulldog and
ended up in a nightclub where Cookie gave away all the H4 Offshore Run T-Shirts to girls and
then had a devil of a job getting them back for the Offshore run next day!
GM Donka relived his experience at Bali Interhash in 2016 where Cookie and Bravefart conspired
to fire of rockets [they seem to have forgotten the two Bali bombings!] at the accommodation in
Sanur caused the Polisi to arrive and he had to smooth things over!
Dingo said that Hamersley was reknown for breeding idiots and that Cookie has been a star in
that regard but that’s what keeps Hamersley famous!
HardCase was asked to say a few words about his recollections of Cookie at Bali Interhash
Offshore Run but he pretended he didn’t hear.
Mase steps forward as a 40 year man to say the Ode and then GM Donka presented Cookie with
his 30 year Hat.
WOW:
RA Kazi mounts the dyke [not Dick Van!] and takes control of proceedings. The two incumbent
WOW holders, Bravefart and and Flasher are called forward and it is immediately recognised
that Flasher is not wearing his WOW shirt next to his skin as he was feeling cold! He then
compounds his misdemeanour by trying to pervert the course of justice by trying to change his
shirt. Thanks Wimpy!
Bravefart nominates the following:1. Flasher – WOW shirt not next to his skin & putting sticker in the book
2. Mental as Anything Disorder – photos on FB as Santa Claus with bloke on his knee!
3. Cookie – couldn’t read Google Maps to direct his car pool to the run tonight
Flasher only had one nomination of the person who put his sticker in the Run book as it wasn’t
him!
RA Kazi reckoned he knew who put the sticker in the book and it was Mullaway.
He decrees that Flasher is a carry over WOW and Mullaway takes over from Bravefart as the
second WOW.
At the end of proceedings, Precious Junior [we need to give him a new name guys as this name
was OK when he was 10 but not so appropriate as he is nudging 50!] puts on a carton but I’m not
sure what for as there was so much disrespectful talking going on. Good onya Precious Junior.

Run Report:
Concorde is asked to give the Run report. He reckoned it was a good run for the Runners [despite
getting a bit confused with the walker’s trail latterly]. The Drink Stop in a park was welcome.
Great job. He gives it 8/10 including the food.
Next Week’s Run:
GM Donka advised that next week’s run is the Mary Xmas run and it will be at Charles Riley
Reserve, North Beach near the Hockey club. The Hares are the Joint Masters, Shit Scraper and
Molly Dooker, and the Club will provide drinks and food and waitress service.
Next week’s Van driver:
Stir [as reliable as ever as a stand-in for Scrotus]
Hash Lunch:
Mel Adjusted was out of sequence and gave his next Hash Lunch advise under GB but we forgive
him as he is new to the job and was just showing us how eager he is! It will be on Friday 7 January
2022 at Batavia Corner [Indonesian food] in Vic Park and he has sampled the food that he thinks
is great, but we will be the judge of that!
Hares Act:
Disgraceful had obviously put some time and effort into his Act or he had some really weird
dreams during the week! A very entertaining story about the Hash in Hades and all the departed
H4 members getting the better of the head honcho there - Satan!
Songs:
The new 30 year Member Cookie closes proceedings with “Raise Your Mugs”.
ON ON
Donka / HardCase 05/52

